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While good things 
have stopped…



netherlandsworldwide.nl | bbc.com | lrytas.lt | carto.com | pix11.com | thecityfix.com

It also gave the streets back to the people 



How do we maintain momentum?



The key disruptor of that scenario is clear.



Social Governmental 

Paris Agreement & 
EU Green Deal

Real-time safety 
communication
during COVID-19

Environment

12% of global GHG

5M deaths due to air pollution

2B cars by 2030 

Cars stay parked 90% 
of the time  

50M road injuries / year 

Transit deserts

Mental and physical health



What is a viable alternative?



All 
transport 

modes

On-demand 
preferences



How COVID has proven it?



During
COVID

Traveling habits have changed; 
Individual shared transport recovered the most



Post
COVID

PT bookings recovered faster in Jelbi
than in purely PT apps



Faster return to 
PT via MaaS 

platforms

Switched to 
short-term PT 

tickets

PT re-increased and 
other shared 

transport didn’t drop

Post-COVID MaaS trends



People want 
flexibility and 

options 

On-demand 
planning over the 
habitual commute

Post-COVID MaaS conclusions

MaaS increases 
the usage of 

shared transport

Faster return to 
PT via MaaS 

platforms

Switched to 
short-term PT 

tickets

PT re-increased and 
other shared 

transport didn’t drop



Give seamless access point Introduce incentives & deterrents Ensure a trustworthy public option



MaaS

Reliable 
supply

Easy to use 
access point

Systematic 
mobility 
policy



>

Does MaaS help reduce private cars? 



1930s 1960s 2020s



Instrumental function Symbolic function Effective function



Instrumental function Symbolic function Effective function



Behind the project 



Economical and 
sustainability motives 

Socio-economic & 
demographic 

characteristics
Theory of planned 

behaviour

Focus groups + choice 
experiment

Theory of material 
possessions Attributes of MaaS

How can MaaS usage 
be explained?

Does MaaS change 
Travel behavior?

How is MaaS 
being used?



Non-user focus group

User control group

Car user profiles

MaaS user profiles

Motives and  
incentives

Motives and  values

Behavioral change

Behavioral patterns 

Conclusions

Quantitative 
survey  
(choice 

experiment) 
+ predictors 
derived from 
psychological 

theories

Qualitative 
interviews

Initial 
results

Fiilan 
results

2020 Q4 2021 Q1 2021 Q2 2021 Q3
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